
         
TO:  HONORABLE CHAIRMAN AND PLANNING COMMISSION 

FROM:  RON WHISENAND, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 

SUBJECT: STREET ABANDONMENT 08-004 (HAWK) 

DATE:  OCTOBER 14, 2008 

Needs:  For the Planning Commission to consider a request to abandon public right of way, and 
determine that the proposed abandonment is consistent with the General Plan, and to 
make a recommendation to the City Council to approve the abandonment.

Facts:  1. The abandonment request has been filed by North Coast Engineering on behalf 
of William B. Hawk in conjunction with the Golden Hill Retirement project 
(PD 07-014).

  2. The project site is located at 1450 Golden Hill Road, the subject right of way is 
along the southern boundary of the site (See attached Exhibit A). 

3. John Falkenstien, City Engineer has reviewed the proposed abandonment and 
has prepared a memorandum (Attachment 2) concluding that the right of way is 
not conducive to be developed as a public street.

4. The City Engineer indicates that while the existing right of way is not needed as 
a public street, it is essential that a public path be constructed in the easement 
area to connect Golden Hill Road to the Chandler Ranch Specific Plan area. 

Analysis
And
Conclusion:  The General Plan Land Use Element does not provide for this right of way as 

being necessary as a public street and based on the City Engineer’s analysis 
indicating that the proximity of street at this location would conflict with the 
existing Gilead Lane intersection, abandonment of the right of way as a public 
street seems reasonable. 

Retaining a portion of the easement for the construction of a pedestrian and 
bicycle path would meet the intent of the City’s Economic Strategy, since it 
would “create streetscapes, pathways, and public spaces of beauty, interest, and 
functional benefit to pedestrians”. Furthermore, the creation of the pedestrian 
path would meet Policy CE-1A of Goal 1.0 of the Circulation Element since it 
would help establish safe paths to school for pedestrian and bike traffic. 
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The Streets and Highway Code establishes that a Municipality must be able to make 
the following findings to abandon a street: 

There will be a public advantage arising from the requested abandonment; 
The right of way is unnecessary for present or future uses as a street; 
The abandonment is for the convenience of general public and their safety 
and welfare. 

Abandoning the right of way as a public street and retaining the area necessary 
for a public pedestrian/bike path would meet the goals and objectives of the 
General Plan and Economic Strategy, and based on that would meet the above 
listed findings of the Street and Highway Code. 

Policy
Reference:  State of California Streets and Highways Code. 

Fiscal
Impact:   None identified. 

Options: After consideration of public testimony, that the Planning Commission: 

a)  Recommend approval of the abandonment request and direct the Public 
Works Department to request that the City Council schedule a public 
hearing to consider Street Abandonment 08-004;

    b)    Amend, modify or reject the above noted option.  

Attachments:
1. Location Map
2. City Engineer Memo 
3. News and Mail Notice Affidavits 
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MEMORANDUM

TO:     Darren Nash 

FROM:    John Falkenstien 

SUBJECT:   SA 08-004; Golden Hill Senior Community 

DATE:  October 1, 2008 

The Golden Hill Senior Community application includes the proposed 
abandonment of public right-of-way along the southwest boundary of the site. 
The existing right-of-way is not conducive to development as a public street due 
to its proximity to Gilead Lane.  The development of the Chandler Ranch Specific 
Plan will include establishment of control at the intersection of Gilead and Golden 
Hill Roads (either roundabout or traffic signal).  That intersection improvement 
will preclude left turn access from the project to Golden Hill Road.

The existing right-of-way does, however, follow a significant natural drainage 
course that extends from the proposed Montebello Elementary School and park 
site easterly into the Chandler Ranch area.  Downstream areas of this drainage 
course have been reserved as open space and portions of a continuous bike and 
pedestrian path have been completed.  It is essential that this public path be 
extended easterly from Golden Hill Road into the Chandler Ranch Specific Plan.

Recommended Conditions of Abandonment 

A pedestrian-bicycle path and public access easement into the Chandler Ranch 
Specific Plan shall be provided prior to recordation of the right-of-way 
abandonment.

Prior to occupancy of the project, the property owner shall enter into an 
agreement with the City advising all successors in interest that upon 
improvement of the intersection of Golden Hill Road and Gilead Lane; access to 
the property from Golden Hill Road will be restricted to right turns only. 
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